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▪ Mass Visions is the specialists in active and Interactive display solutions, We have solutions for any of your
display requirements, either for an off the shelf display or a system that can be customized for your specific
requirements. We work with you hand in hand and strategize the best possible production and provide the
best support services to manage your events.

▪ In this new era, displays are becoming more and more common for almost all the events. We experience
users are very sensitive to interactive knowledge and each target audience needs a different approach both
for hardware and the technology.

About Us 
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▪ The Vision of our company is to become the most trusted name in the event rentals specialized with display
solutions for the growth of our precious clients. Our imagination is to create impact with unique display
systems with a focus on delivering the intended communications of all the projects while building long term
relationships with our clients.

▪ With our expertise, we focus to deliver top notch cost effective event and digital display services to make
our clients business stand out in the Industry. Our goal is to deliver futuristic solutions that enable small,
medium and large businesses to evolve in their markets, make an impact, increase productivity and
generate high revenues.

Our Goals
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Our Services
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Video Wall is a special multi-monitor display system consisting of
several monitors, TV sets tiled or overlapped together to create one
wide frame. Typical these display technologies include LCD panels,
LED arrays with direct vision capabilities designed with narrow bezels
to minimize the gap between active display areas.

Contact us if you require any video walls in the desired dimensions,
starting from 2x2, 2x3, 3x3 up to 4x4 matrix for your event, product
presentation or exhibition booth. We have the largest and wide range
of inventories in the industry. These systems can be picked up at our
warehouse for rentals or you can choose to have us program the
inventory with your content, presentations or advert materials to
display in the required dimensions, and get this installed in respective
exhibition booth or venue in support with your stall fabricators or the
event production team.

Seamless Video Wall
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Professional displays at its core are just basic: displays and
information. But it does have infinite possibilities. These panels can
help get guests and exhibitors more actively engage, offer updates
and improve social media participation and audience involvement
within an exhibition or trade show. Using our state-of-the-art products
salespeople can use these visual tools to communicate a decisive
message to customers that explain what they can offer. By providing
guests with a vibrant, highly-tech display, ideas begin to sell
themselves even before an introduction is made!

We enjoy the largest range of Commercial display panels on hire.
Choose from a variety of panels in different displays sizes, formats
and resolutions. Starting from 22” to 86” panels, Our Commercial
displays have been manufactured by world class brands like
Samsung, LG, Panasonic etc , with expanded input panels with a
wider variety of inputs like VGA, DVI, Display port, HDMI which can
also include video loop out.

Professional Display Panels
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Interactive touch screen displays have an unique ability to attract
anyone. Digital experiences on a touchscreen can be a talking point
of an event which can create audience engagement through
exceptional content, interactive quizzes, games, augmented reality
applications which can surely draw a crowd for the next plan of
action. Our rental systems doesn't require any keyboard, thus saving
space and reduced complexity for the end user. All of our touch
displays are designed for public environments and our latest touch
sensors are proven and tested to perform flawlessly.

Wide range of Multitouch Displays. Choose from a variety of touch
screen displays in different sizes, formats and resolutions. Starting
from 22” to 75” touchscreen, ranging from single touch, dual touch,
10 multitouch display and even up to 20 multi touch display systems
are available with us on hire for any type of event, conference and
exhibitions across India.

Touch Screen Displays
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Mass Visions has a range of cutting edge Samsung, LG , Panasonic
4K / UHD displays with complete floor stand and mounting brackets
with hardwares required for complete setup. Our Displays are a great
option with a elegant visibility with neat finishing’s to display your
content in rooms with high ambient light or wherever the projection or
LED screen is not practical solution.

We have a wide range of 4K display from 40” to 86” panels on
rentals, We have the inventory in Bulk quantity which will suit any
kind of event all occasions like corporate events, product launches,
meetings, exhibitions, conference, party, classroom activities or even
permanent fixed installations. All of our 4K displays are designed for
public environments and the branded inventory in our warehouse are
proven and tested to perform flawlessly

4K Ultra Smart Displays
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Digital signage is the best way to get that extra edge of engagement
above the event itself. Whether it's through social media wall, sharing
images from exhibitors and trade show partners, or using the screen
to facilitate a gamification or competition element of an event. Digital
Signage can make a major impact on those involved in the key
events and communication area of any business. We naturally turn
towards screens to seek information, to know the highlights, view
photos and valuable content those are very crucial.

Wide range of Digital signage displays are available with for
corporate and event rentals, starting from 22” to 55” panel, ranging
from TFT, LCD, LED and even standee kiosks which are very
flexible to use at multidimensional events .Our signage display
systems are very flexible and can be used in various shapes, sizes
with landscape or portrait orientation , also can be customized
further for different mounting structures suitable for all type of diverse
events starting from a small promotional activity, advertising
campaign, conference to large sports event.

Digital Signage
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Mass Visions has a massive warehouse, with decent inventory,
skilled engineers and technicians and a full service support and
productions department with a cumulative history of over twenty
years. This blend enables us to offer a variety of services, providing
you with the assurance that we will work any time you need and have
facilities for all sorts of scenarios from workshops, conferences,
seasonal events, and large training programs. Whatever the kind of
project it may be we can add amazing stuff for your next event.

You can reap a lot of benefits by partnering with us for all the AV
Rental equipment’s at affordable prices. We offer the most budget
friendly prices to all our clients and execute the most advanced and
engaging events at the most economical prices. Leaving your
competitors behind and pushing you always be at the top. With Mass
Visions as your partner, your prices are guaranteed.

Audio Visual Solutions
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Clients 
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Thank you
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Mass Visions

# 42/2A/10, Shubha Nilaya,

9th Cross, Santosh Nagara,

Attur Layout, Yelahanka,

Bangalore-560064, India.Call Us Today

Tel.: +91 9008289254

Email Us Now 

massvisions@gmail.com

info@massvisions.in

Website 

www.massvisions.in
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